
flashback to 
proposal 1...
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First Impressions



What is it about meeting people for the 
first time automatically triggers you to 
believe your assumptions about them? 
Why is it that everyone is judged by the 
first impression they expel? You are visually 
communicating yourself to the public; 
rather it is consciously or subconsciously. 
From the style of your hair down to the 
shoes that you wear (fashion), from 
stereotypes and cultures (discrimination), 
to attractiveness skinny or appalling fat 
(beauty) it is your identity to the world.



HULLO



IDENTITY
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Stereotypes



Are stereotypes still around? –Yes. Why are 
stereotypes still around, and why are they 
perceived negatively? These are the questions 
that led me from my original proposal from 
first impressions to generalizing the public. 
On AIGA’s website there was an article by 
Steven Heller The Science of Stereotyping: 
An Interview with Elizabeth and Stuart Ewen  
stated that many people think of stereotyping 
as a negative partly because stereotyping has 
played such a conspicuous role in reinforcing 
patterns of social inequality.



It seems that in human 
nature we tend to do things 
the simpler/easier way. It is 
easier to better understand 
a generalized group of 
people than take the time to 
individually educate yourself 
with each individual. 



From the text The Psychology of 
Stereotypes David J. Schneider comes 
to conclusion and says, “I do think that 
before we can make progress in this area, 
we have to bring stereotypes out of the 
musty rooms they have inhabited and 
give them a good airing out.”If we strive 
to learn and educate about the reasoning 
behind social inequality in the United 
States, we will be taking steps closer to 
accepting those differences and better 
understanding the people of the world.
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Stereotype-o
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Ster·e·o·type (n):

1. A widely held 
but fixed and 
oversimplified image 
or idea of a particular 
type of person or 
thing: “sexual and 
racial stereotypes”



history 

The invention of the 
printing press and 
photography became 
the influencing link 
between the origin 
and modern day 
stereotypes.



Interview







People that were able 
to view my researching 
process jumped into 
conclusions of their 
own about who I am, 
not what I’m doing.



I want to be 
considered as a 
curious and eager to 
learn human being 
about generalizing 
social inequalities.

















the answer 



My final stages of this thesis 
became magaine covers. As my 
professor approached me with 
the issue of WIRED magazine, 
this sparked the idea of creating 
my own magazine all about 
stereotypes. Magazines are used 
as communicative entertainment 
in a topic people enjoy while 
staying educated. 



The range of content that 
could be inside a magazine 
something so complex 
such as this is risky. I stuck 
with simplistic ideas of 
stereotypes I could use as 
a design element. 



My magazine will be 
called Stereotype-o. 
Conceptually it will 
present the meaning 
that stereotypes have 
a truth and an error to 
understanding that truth.



the next step 

?



Ster·e·o·type·o (n):

1.Educating 
yourself about 
the human social 
inequalities 
presented in the 
United States 



Does this idea make a 
magazine unique enough to 
be bought by the consumer, 
and have enough subject 
matter to continue on for 
years to come?

research 



Does this idea make 
a magazine unique 
enough to be bought 
by the consumer:



Yes! 



That is where 
design steps in. 



...and have 
enough subject 
matter to 
continue on for 
years to come?



Yes! 



social
cultural
political
economical
geographical 
historical





social 

products
celebrities/media
comedians/public speakers
movies
we say soccer you say futbol
music
holidays



products  

skin whitening cream
bronzer



celebrities

Snookie- wants 
to be tan
Beyonce, 
Sammy Sosa- 
wants to be 
white



comedians/public speakers

Russell Peters
John Randolph (DeeJ Smooth)
Tosh.O
blindpimp Brian 



blindpimp Brian Celusnak

Brian is a WMU student 
and he’s blind. Yet a 
perfect example of 
how I want to educated 
people on others 
inequalities in a fun way



How does 
this relate to 
stereotype-o?



In Love in the lead: The 
miracle of the seeing 
eye dog. New York: 
University Press of 
America mentions this:



“As late as 1960, a highly reputable 
national agency mailed an appeal 
for funds that spelled the acronym 
BLINDNESS from the words:

B ewilderment
L oneliness
I nsecurity
N eglect
D ependency
N ostalgia
E mptiness
S edentary
S olitude”



Today blind 
people are still 
working toward 
debunking these 
stereotypes.



blindpimp Brian Celusnak

Brian won WMU’s last 
comedian standing 
using blindness as his 
subject matter 



he explains common 
blind occurances in the 
real world



blindpimp Brian Celusnak



Check him 
out on 
youtube!



movies

Gray Matters
Crash
Pelada
Shades of Ray
Guess Who 
Save the Last Dance
Come See the Paradise
Double Happiness
The Lover
Rush Hour
Columbiana
The Help
Love N’ Dancing
Legally Blonde
Blow
Bring it On

Cheech and Chong
G.I.Jane
Remember the Titans
21 Jump Street
Malibu’s Most Wanted
I Love You
Dances With Wolves



music

Michael Jackson- 
Black&White
Black Eyed Peas- Where 
Is the Love
Big & Rich- Love Train
Stevie Wonder- (blind 
issue)



holidays

Saint Patrick’s Day
Independence Day
Cinco de Mayo



cultural

spanish/italian
chinese/japanese
chinese languages
indian languages
language barriers
(Homonymous words)



¡hola!
ciao!



homonymous words

kiss



In the United States 
it means cat or a 
slang word for vagina



But in Hungary the Dutch 
uses it in a gestural act 
of kissing by saying 
goodbye to a husband/
wife/girlfriend boyfriend... 
until I see you again... 
see ya later....etc.  



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HN
gkgxsE5fQ&list=FLQybdDIcedKcJyJrT
6VKpOQ&index=2&feature=plpp_video



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G5Sgzojf_
BM&list=FLQybdDIcedKcJyJrT6VKpOQ&inde

x=1&feature=plpp_video



political

September 11th
Barack Obama
Pearl Harbor
elections



economical

high class
middle class
lower class



geographical

United States
Mexico border



historical

Independence day
(for all ethnic backgrounds)



solution

After researching 
enough material I 
realized that yes 
there is enough 
information... enough 
to even cordinate 
monthly themes!







any questions?
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http://seniorprojects2012.
wordpress.com/2012/01/17/

sara-tomeo/


